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Ableism and persons with intellectual disabilities
Overlooked or targeted?
● Eugenics

○ Law for the Protection of Eugenics  in Japan, 1948-1996, forcibly sterilizing more 
than 16,000 women and men, many with intellectual disabilities.

● Hate Crime
○ Sagamihara Stabbings in Japan in 2016.   19 persons with intellectual disabilities 

were killed by a former staff person claiming their life was not worth living.  
Victims were residents of a public residential institution. 
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Inclusion International, combatting ableism

● Our mission: We want to create a world where people with 
intellectual disabilities and their families can take part and be valued 
equally in all areas of their lives in their communities.

● Established in 1960
● Representing persons with intellectual disabilities (self-advocates)  

and family members around the world and UN., including ESCAP)
● Founding member of International Disability Alliance (IDA)
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Inclusion International

● Our priories,
○ Inclusive Education
○ Closing Institutions
○ Inclusive Employment 
○ Ending Discrimination
○ Participation and promotion of self-advocacy 
○ COVID-19 recovery and Ukraine
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Today I focus on participation, introducing 
“Listen Include Respect”, just launched.
Listen Include Respect is a set of guidelines and tools for inclusive 
participation, produced by Down Syndrome International and Inclusion 
International.

These resources will support organizations of all types to be more 
inclusive of people with intellectual disabilities.

I invite everyone present today to look at this carefully and to see how 
you can make use of this guidelines in your work and organizations.
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Why Listen Include Respect?

People with intellectual disabilities are among the most excluded.

Organizations have a responsibility to be accessible and inclusive of 
everyone.

Organizations need tools and support to make sure people with 
intellectual disabilities are included and can take part in activities and 
decision-making.
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Inclusive participation is not just about having people 
with intellectual disabilities in the room. 

It is about making sure that they can meaningfully participate. This 
means they: 

● get information in a way that they understand
● can share their ideas, experiences, and knowledge alongside 

everyone else
● are treated as an equal part of the team. 
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How were the guidelines developed?
● Led by a reference group of people with intellectual disabilities, 

family members, and OPDs representing every region

● Survey data collected in 10 languages 

● Over 60 inclusive consultations

● Over 1,500 individual contributors representing 100 countries

● Reviewed by 10 experts with technical knowledge 

● Practical guidelines testing with 5 organizations

● Self-advocate consultants supporting content development 
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What we heard from self-advocates:

People around the world told us what organisations need to do better to 
include people with intellectual disabilities, in the following areas. 

● Awareness and understanding
● Accessibility
● Reasonable accommodation
● Good support
● Time
● Involvement in decision making
● Budgets and resources
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Key ideas for an inclusive organisation
Inclusive organizations understand and act on these big ideas about 
inclusion and participation:

1    Believing in Inclusion
2    Creating opportunities for self-advocate leadership
3    Building awareness and understanding
4    Communicating in an accessible way
5    Providing reasonable accommodations
6    Valuing the Process
7    Using the CRPD
8    Understanding that inclusion is  a journey
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There are accommodations and solutions to 
the barriers that people with intellectual 
disabilities face when participating in the work 
of organisations. It requires key organisational 
changes to be more inclusive. 
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Dominique Kantor, Global Disability Summit side event 
Listen to us! Include us! Respect us! – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz4WFQTrPsw
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● I was in a job where they didn’t include me in 
meetings.

● I worked like everyone
● But when it was time for a meeting all my co-

workers went and I stayed outside.
● I wasn’t invited.
● I was also many times in meetings.
● Where everyone talked very fast
● And they didn’t give me time to think
● So I never got to give my opinion.
● They were meetings where everyone else 

understood and participated.
● But I had not been able to see the materials in 

time
● And I got lost.
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● Another time I went to a meeting but it 
had been cancelled.

● And no one had warmed me because no 
one thought of me.

● This is not inclusion.
● That is having a person with intellectual 

disability in a list of employees.
● But this inclusion is a lie.
● And although we really need to work, the 

truth is that we also want to be 
respected, like any other person
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● The meetings of Inclusion International 
and Down Syndrome International project 
are in English.

● I was connected live, with my support 
and easy Spanish interpreter.

● And other participants are in other parts 
of the world with their supports.

● So, yes.
● Yes, it is possible to participate in 

meetings seriously.
● If we can participate in global meetings in 

different languages, we can participate in 
our own country.
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● It occurs to me that the easiest thing is to 
think the including us in meetings is like 
including a person who speaks another 
language.

● Because in meetings where several 
languages are spoken.  Everyone gives the 
translators time to translate.  And no one 
thinks they are wasting their time.

● And if there is going to be information in 
another language.  They send it in advance.

● The same thing happens with us.
● We need to have the agenda and materials 

in time.
● And in meetings, to have time to talk.
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● I really appreciate the opportunity to be 
in this project.

● With this experience, I empowered 
myself and grew.

● And this year, I even took courage and I 
quit my job.  It was a difficult decision.

● But I have the right to progress, like 
everyone else.

● That is why it is so important that the 
organizations that works for people with 
intellectual disabilities start working  
WITH people with disabilities.



www.listenincluderespect.com

http://www.listenincluderespect.com/
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What the guidelines include:

The guidelines explain what inclusive participation is and how to make your 
organisation more inclusive.

They include practical checklists for making key activities of organisations more 
inclusive, such as:

● Meetings
● conferences (and large meetings)
● accessible information
● Recruitment and workplace inclusion
● consultations (focus groups, training, surveys)
● project development
● campaigning (and advocacy)
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Full inclusion is the goal, but it is important 
to understand that this will require changing 
ways of working, and it will take time.
We, Inclusion International, ourselves are 
still learning within our own organizations, 
including in our preparations for the General 
Assembly in November 2022.
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How can Listen Include Respect support you?

● Checklists, templates, and resources

● Training modules on priority areas

● Testing and sharing feedback!
● Translate into different regional languages.

● Indonesian and Mongolian translations coming.

How you support Listen Include Respect?
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